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An interdisciplinary account of phenomenal unity, investigating how experiential wholes can be characterized and how such characterizations
can be analyzed computationally. How can we account for phenomenal unity? That is, how can we characterize and explain our experience
of objects and groups of objects, bodily experiences, successions of events, and the attentional structure of consciousness as wholes? In this
book, Wanja Wiese develops an interdisciplinary account of phenomenal unity, investigating how experiential wholes can be characterized
and how such characterization can be analyzed conceptually as well as computationally. Wiese first addresses how the unity of
consciousness can be characterized phenomenologically, discussing what it is like to experience wholes and what is the experiential
contribution of phenomenal unity. Considering the associated conceptual and empirical issues, he draws connections to phenomenological
accounts and research on Gestalt theory. The results show how the attentional structure of experience, the experience of temporal flow, and
different types of experiential wholes contribute to our sense of phenomenal unity. Moreover, characterizing phenomenal unity in terms of the
existence of a single global phenomenal state is neither necessary nor sufficient to adequately address the problem of phenomenal unity.
Wiese then suggests that the concepts and ideas of predictive processing can be used to analyze phenomenal unity computationally. The
result is both a conceptual framework and an interdisciplinary account: the regularity account of phenomenal unity. According to this account,
experienced wholes correspond to a hierarchy of connecting regularities. The brain tracks these regularities by hierarchical prediction error
minimization, which approximates hierarchical Bayesian inference.
Salient Features of the eBook Based on latest Pattern Topic-wise Questions 4300+ Multiple Choice Questions with 100% solutions Includes
the Previous Year Questions of all the chapters Latest questions of SSC Exams 2016-18 Validity - 12 Months
Disha's Mega Yearbook 2019, a thoroughly revised, reorganised, updated and ENLARGED 4th edition, presents a comprehensive study of
all the sections that are covered under the subject of General Knowledge. The Mega Yearbook 2019 provides the latest information & most
authentic data reference material on Current Affairs and General Knowledge. It has specially been designed to cater to aspirants of various
competitive exams like Civil services, Banks, Railways, UPSC and PSC exams and Quiz Competitions across the country. The Mega
Yearbook 2019 has been divided into 2 inclusive parts: Part A - Current Affairs; Part B - General Knowledge. # Current Affairs consists of: •
Articles on issues India and the world grappling with, • India/ World Timeline, • People, Events, Ideas and Issues that left their mark in 2018,
• India/ World at a Glance: Social-Economic-Political (Infographics), • Special coverage on Indian Economy, Union Budget 2018–19,
Economic Survey, GST and Effects of Demonetization, • Global Economic Outlook, Bills & Acts, Policies & Schemes, • SWOT ANALYSIS
-Indian Economic, Political & Social Climate, • India/ World’s Who's Who, Emerging Trends, Books & Authors, Causes & Effects, Game
Changers, Quote & Unquote, Mysteries solved/ unsolved, Popular Terms, Important Appointments, Awards & Honours, Obituaries, Top 20,
and many more. # General Knowledge covers: • India/ World Panorama • Geography, History, Polity, Economy, Business, General Science,
Technology, Ecology and Environment • People forever • Art & Culture, Sports, Healthcare, Communication, News & Media, Education &
Career, IT & Computers The Mega Yearbook 2019 procures key information from the most credible sources from India as well as from
abroad in a concise and easy-to-understand manner to help cover maximum material within a limited space. The book is a Ready Reckoner
which will prove to be the cutting edge for the aspirants in cracking a competitive exam. The material has been given in bulleted points
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wherever necessary to make the content easy to grasp. The book has ample tabular charts, mind maps, graphic illustrations which further
makes the learning process flexible and interesting.
Staff Selection Commission (SSC) has the authority to conduct a Combined Higher Secondary Level (10+2) Examination to absorb
candidates for various lucrative Central Government posts. Commonly known as SSC CHSL, this exam is conducted every year for the post
of Lower Divisional Clerk (LDC), Junior Secretariat Assistant (JSA), Postal Assistant/ Sorting Assistant (PA/SA), and Data Entry Operator
(DEO). SSC CHSL is a two-tier exam along with a descriptive test.
For decades we have known that the overgrowth, hardening and scarring of tissues (so-called fibrosis) represents the final common pathway
and best histological predictor of disease progression in most organs. Fibrosis is the culmination of both excess extracellular matrix
deposition due to ongoing or severe injury, and a failure to regenerate. An inadequate wound repair process ultimately results in organ failure
through a loss of function, and is therefore a major cause of morbidity and mortality in disease affecting both multiple and individual organs.
Whilst the pathology of fibrosis and its significance are well understood, until recently we have known little about its molecular regulation.
Current therapies are often indirect and non-specific, and only slow progression by a matter of months. The recent identification of novel
therapeutic targets, and the development of new treatment strategies based on them, offers the exciting prospect of more efficacious
therapies to treat this debilitating disorder. This Research Topic therefore compromises several up-to-date mini-reviews on currently known
and emerging therapeutic targets for fibrosis including: the Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-family; epigenetic factors; Angiotensin II type 2
(AT2) receptors; mineralocorticoid receptors; adenosine receptors; caveolins; and the sphingosine kinase/sphingosine 1-phosphate and
notch signaling pathways. In each case, mechanistic insights into how each of these factors contribute to regulating fibrosis progression are
described, along with how they can be targeted (by existing drugs, small molecules or other mimetics) to prevent and/or reverse fibrosis and
its contribution to tissue dysfunction and failure. Two additional reviews will discuss various anti-fibrotic therapies that have demonstrated
efficacy at the experimental level, but are not yet clinically approved; and the therapeutic potential vs limitations of stem cell-based therapies
for reducing fibrosis while facilitating tissue repair. Finally, this Research Topic concludes with a clinical perspective of various anti-fibrotic
therapies for cardiovascular disease (CVD), outlining limitations of currently used therapies, the pipeline of anti-fibrotics for CVD and why so
many anti-fibrotic drugs have failed at the clinical level.
The Strong Man is the first full-scale biography of John N. Mitchell, the central figure in the rise and ruin of Richard Nixon and the highestranking American official ever convicted on criminal charges. As U.S. attorney general from 1969 to 1972, John Mitchell stood at the center of
the upheavals of the late sixties. The most powerful man in the Nixon cabinet, a confident troubleshooter, Mitchell championed law and order
against the bomb-throwers of the antiwar movement, desegregated the South’s public schools, restored calm after the killings at Kent State,
and steered the commander-in-chief through the Pentagon Papers and Joint Chiefs spying crises. After leaving office, Mitchell survived the
ITT and Vesco scandals—but was ultimately destroyed by Watergate. With a novelist’s skill, James Rosen traces Mitchell’s early life and
career from his Long Island boyhood to his mastery of Wall Street, where Mitchell's innovations in municipal finance made him a power
broker to the Rockefellers and mayors and governors in all fifty states. After merging law firms with Richard Nixon, Mitchell brilliantly
managed Nixon’s 1968 presidential campaign and, at his urging, reluctantly agreed to serve as attorney general. With his steely demeanor
and trademark pipe, Mitchell commanded awe throughout the government as Nixon’s most trusted adviser, the only man in Washington who
could say no to the president. Chronicling the collapse of the Nixon presidency, The Strong Man follows America’s former top cop on his
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singular odyssey through the criminal justice system—a tortuous maze of camera crews, congressional hearings, special prosecutors, and
federal trials. The path led, ultimately, to a prison cell in Montgomery, Alabama, where Mitchell was welcomed into federal custody by the
same men he had appointed to office. Rosen also reveals the dark truth about Mitchell’s marriage to the flamboyant and volatile Martha
Mitchell: her slide into alcoholism and madness, their bitter divorce, and the toll it all took on their daughter, Marty. Based on 250 original
interviews and hundreds of thousands of previously unpublished documents and tapes, The Strong Man resolves definitively the central
mysteries of the Nixon era: the true purpose of the Watergate break-in, who ordered it, the hidden role played by the Central Intelligence
Agency, and those behind the cover-up. A landmark of history and biography, The Strong Man is that rarest of books: both a model of
scholarly research and savvy analysis and a masterful literary achievement.
The present book is specially published for the aspirants of 'SSCCGL (Finance and Economics) TIERII Exam (PaperIV)'. Based on the Latest
Pattern of Exam, the book also comprises a Previous Year's Solved Paper for aspirants to be familiar with the exam pattern and the type of
questions asked and their answers. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the Selected Questions for Better
Understanding of readers. The book contains Specialised Study and Practice Material with numerous Multiple Choice QuestionAnswers on
specific subjects with all the chapters & topics important from the point of view of the exam. All the practice questions in the book have been
modelled on previous examquestions and solved by respective subjectexperts. The book is highly recommended for the aspirants to Sharpen
their Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of actual examstyle questions and numerous practicequestions provided in the book, and
prepare them to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully. While the specialised study and practice material of this book Paves the Way
for your Success, your own diligent study and practice with it will ensure you a Successful Career.
A number of national level examinations like IAS Mains, State PCS, IES, IFS, etc. check the English language aptitude of candidates with a
compulsory English language paper. This book has been designed for such examinations which assess the English language abilities in
detail.The present book covering English Language in descriptive nature has been divided into four parts namely Writing Skills,
Comprehension Skills, Grammar Skills & Verbal Skills.Part A has been further divide into Essay Writing, Expansion Writing, Report Writing,
Precis Writing and Letter Writing. The Verbal Skills section covers Paronyms & Homonyms, One Word Substitutions, Synonyms & Antonyms,
Phrasel Verbs, etc. whereas the Grammar Skills section covers The Function of Tenses, Voice, Narration, Synthesis, Prepositions, etc. Each
chapter in the book contains detailed theory including a number of sample examples in a simple & easier way to understand the topics well.
Workbook Exercises have been provided in between the chapters for Part B, C & D to help aspirants practice the concepts discussed in each
chapter. Answers for all the questions have been given at the end of the section. As the book covers varied aspects of English language, it for
sure will help aspirants score high in the upcoming national and state level competitive and recruitment examinations.

Commissioned by the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, this interpretive history tackles New Zealand's most important department
of state, the Treasury Department. The history of the complex interplay between New Zealand's government, economy, and
people is detailed. McKinnon shows the perennial jousting of officials with ministers, the rise and fall of the accountants, the rise of
the economists, and the impact of changes in the political scene and of events in the world economy.
This book, first published in 1986, analyses the lives and careers of the founding members of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland. Contemporary professional accountancy owes its formal beginnings to the nineteenth-century Scottish
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accountants who formed the first professional bodies, and this book provides valuable insights for the accounting historian on the
backgrounds, education, work styles and integrity of those early accountants.
Many policymakers argue that the best poverty policy not only provides cash to the poor for subsistence but also incentives and
structures that encourage long-term social and economic improvement. As part of this, they make the case for Individual
Development Accounts (IDAs), a new policy proposal designed to help the poor save and to build assets. This book explores IDAs
to determine their effectiveness. IDAs are matched savings accounts targeted on low-income, low-wealth individuals. Savings in
IDAs are used for home ownership, post-secondary education, small business development, and other purposes. Do IDAs work? If
they do, for whom? And does how an IDA is designed determine savings outcomes? This volume is the first analysis of matched
savings by the poor to use data from monthly bank statements. It comes at a critical time, as debate rages over the merits of
individual social security accounts. IDAs also respond to policy that is becoming more asset based and less inclusive of the poor.
The authors argue for the efficacy of IDAs to counter this tendency. They find that while savings outcomes vary among
participants, no characteristics (such as low income or public assistance) preclude saving. They examine effects of IDA design
(the match rate, savings targets, and the use of automatic transfer) on savings results and analyze factors that influence varying
rates of saving and spending over time. They conclude that financial education and other support services, though costly, improve
savings performance. To address the issue of cost they suggest a two-tier system of IDA design, one with broad access and
simple services and the other with targeted access and intensive services. Can the Poor Save? offers a wealth of lessons to those
interested in saving and asset accumulation among the poor. It not only breaks new ground in the scientific study of savings
behavior, but also offers concrete, evidence-based recommendations to improve policies designed to encourage the poor to save
and how to make such policies more inclusive.
This book tells 101 stories of company efforts to implement the many aspects of flow manufacturing -- including such topics as justin-time production, total quality control, reorganization of factories into product-focused or customer-focused cells, plants-in-aplant, material flows by the simplicity of visual kanban, supplier partnerships, quick setup of equipment, cross-training and job
rotation of the work force, and many more. The 101 mini-case studies – dubbed "caselets" -- include 26 non-U.S. companies from
12 countries and cover a wide swath of industrial sectors, and include many well-known corporations such as Apple, Campbell
Soup, Honeywell, and Boeing. From the 1980s to the present, the author has been taking the message of process improvement
and customer-focused excellence far and wide. Most of these travels, usually in connection with delivering a seminar, include brief
factory tours in which he compiled detailed notes and then organized them as brief reports — his unvarnished analysis or take on
what they do well and what needs improvement. In the main the reports were then sent back to the hosts of the plant tour. These
factory tours and these follow-up reports form the basis of the large majority of this book’s caselets. Many of the caselets bring to
life process-improvement methodologies in detail. With lots of caselets to draw from, the readers will find vivid examples of similar
companies and processes within their respective industries. For example, the caselets often include applications of advanced
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concepts in cost management, employee training, performance management, supply chains, and logistics as well as applications
of plant layout, quick setup, material handling, quality assurance, scheduling, ergonomics, and flow analysis.

Includes court reports.
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This volume collects twenty-nine published and unpublished papers by the linguist James Gair, considered the foremost
western scholar of the Sri Lankan languages Sinhala and Jaffna Tamil. Ranging over thirty years, his work also considers
issues in a variety of Indian languages, including Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, Malayalam, and Bengali. The collection reflects
the wide range of Gair's interests, from morpho-syntactic questions to questions regarding historical and areal linguistics,
especially language contact and diglossia, and extending to language acquisition. By collecting these papers and making
them newly accessible, this volume will provide an important resource not only for scholars of these languages but for
linguists interested in the theoretical issues Gair explores.
Vols. 29-47, 1913-1931 and v. 72-79, 1956-1963 include Scottish Land Court reports, v. 1-19 and v. 44-51.
This comprehensive, well-received and thoroughly updated text, now in its Third Edition, continues to provide an in-depth
analysis of the basic concepts of Auditing emphasising the practical aspects of the course. The book discusses in detail,
classification and preparation of an audit, internal control system, internal audit, vouching of cash, trading and impersonal
ledgers in addition to other topics. Besides, it deals with verification and valuation of assets and liabilities, company audit,
cost audit, management audit, tax audit, bank audit as well as depreciation. The final chapters of the book give detailed
description of business investigations, audit of special entities and auditing in EDP environment. Contemporary topics
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have been covered in the book to enlighten readers with the latest developments in the field of auditing, such as cost
audit, tax audit, environmental audit and energy audit. The book is intended to serve as an indispensable text for
undergraduate students of commerce as well as for CA and ICWA aspirants. New to this Edition • The Companies Act,
2013 (based on new company law). • Internal Audit chapter especially updated in the light of Section 138 of the
Companies Act, 2013 and Rule 13 of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 2014 notified by MCA. • Cost Audit chapter
based on the latest Companies (Cost Records and Audit) Rules, 2014, issued by MCA.
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent decades.”—John
Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique of top-down social planning” by the New York
Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes
catastrophically—in grand efforts to engineer their society or their environment, and uncovers the conditions common to all
such planning disasters. “Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now
inhabit.”—New Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia University
500 Questions Previous year important questions (2019–2020) are included in this book New syllabus wise question
answer SSC JE syllabus SSC JE question pattern SSC JE 2021 last-minute suggestion The complete practice book set
SSC JE syllabus wise all subject are included in this book This book is designed by the important question-answer sets It
will divide into 5 important sets SSC JE all subject are included in the sets General intelligence and reasoning, General
Awareness all these subjects are included in this sets you will get the all-important question answer in this book It will
help you to prepare for this SSC JE examination A complete guide for the preparation of the SSC JE examination After
reading carefully this box you will be prepared for the SSC JE examination
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